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There are many terms dealing with hunger among which mayda means 
“hunger” in a common sense: “I am hungry and would enjoy a meal”. Bak 
narana designates “famine”: there is nothing to eat in the village. Dogs die. Bak 
happa means “starvation”: people are so weak that they lose their self respect and 
no longer remove from their ebony bodies the white dust from the sandy soil. 
People die. Many nuances exist: may vunta: “hunger which is like the wild buf-
falo that will not leave you if it decides to charge”. There is also hunger which is 
like smallpox (kersena), which you do not need to bother about too much.

Thus hunger may appear as a constant stress among the groups we 
are dealing with (Garine, 1993). Psychocoanalysis, which is influenced by the 
European cultures of the last century, stresses the importance of sexual frus-
trations in the Western subconscious. Some time ago, Linton (1939) pointed 
out the food anxiety characteristic of the Marquesan society (Kardiner 1939: 
31 & 220). We have not used psychological tests among the Masa and Musey, 
but we were surprised not to encounter food themes more frequently among 
the dreams we recorded.

However, daily-life shows the importance of food concerns. Besides 
the constant activities devoted to the food quest, food security and prosper-
ity were main themes in our interviews about the components of happiness 
(firita). For instance, F., a sixteen year old girl, remarked: “I would like to 
have a husband so that I get good food”.

Food, and especially the staple food –thick loaves of millet or sor-
ghum (the local “superfood”)–, is to be managed with respect. Ti funa: “eating 
the sorghum loaf” means “to live”. Traditionally, food crops are considered 
with respect and caution. They are the products of Mother Earth (masta [mu], 
nagata [ma]) and can be consumed without fear by those who are their legiti-
mate users; although the new crops can be used only after the local Earth Chief 
has performed the appropriate rituals. Even when an outside clan dominates 
the land, the lineage of the original owner of the land is preserved in order to 
provide legitimate ritual performers who will make the crops innocuous for 
the newcomers or the invaders, as well as for the autochthonous villagers.

The staple food is somehow holy in the same way as bread is in Chris-
tian religions. Mishandling food was a serious matter: one example will suf-
fice. Among the Musey, the relationship between mothers-in-law and their 
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sons-in-law is regulated by very strict prohibitions; for instance, the son-in-
law is not allowed to sit on the same bed as his mother-in-law.

A woman receives the visit of her son-in-law. She has prepared a very appetiz-
ing millet gruel and offers it to him. No, he says, I cannot eat it. The woman 
goes out of her hut for a few moments. The young man is tempted by the 
inviting dish and, while helping himself, he breaks the handle of the ladle in the 
middle of the bowl. The woman comes back. Who has broken my ladle? Not 
me, maybe it’s somebody else! The mother-in-law climbs on to her granary to 
see if anybody is walking out of her compound. Nobody! She escorts her son-
in-law on his way back home. They pass near a well. The young man, who has 
said nothing, is so ashamed that he jumps into the well and kills himself.

One should be generous with food; refusing food to an outsider makes one 
sa joo, “a bad man”. Sharing is a must but it should be handled properly. The 
most difficult month, August, is also called til yang angsu, the month “did you 
call me?” (to partake the sorghum loaf.)

The complex and ambiguous value of food appears in the following tale:

Of these two thieves, one comes from Bongor, the other from Walia. They 
decide to steal the sorghum in a woman’s granary. The first one breaks into 
the granary and ties together the ears of sorghum, and throws them out of 
the opening. The second thief receives them on his nose and picks them up 
off the ground. But the first thief has also found some tobacco and takes a 
snuff; he sneezes, waking up the owner. The thieves jump out of the granary 
with the sorghum ears in their hand. The woman says: “Keep them and go, I 
don’t want anybody to die under my eyes”.

This spirit still operates. During the 1985 famine, hungry individuals broke 
into a granary to steal millet; the owner heard them and caught them but let 
them go away with some of the cereals they had stolen, for fear of them being 
punished by death if he had not been charitable.

Traditionally, cultivated fields were magically protected. For instance, 
burying in the ground iron residues from smelting would result in the thief 
receiving a magical punishment. This is not the case any more and food thefts 
are one of the most common offences. For instance, in the village of Kalak, 
one night in February 2007, thieves stole half the crop of the dry season sor-
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ghum of a villager, choosing the largest and ripest ears. This was done by 
youngsters seeking money in order to drink the local sorghum alcohol (arki). 
Thieves may even take advantage of the modern schedule of family celebra-
tions: on Christmas Eve 2006, in Yagoua, pots containing meat for the festive 
meal were stolen in several houses.

Thefts in the cereal fields are so common that they impede badly 
needed increases in the production of the staple food. Farmers cultivate only 
fields over which they can keep vigil, close to their residence. These offences 
go to court and are severely punished: two examples will suffice.

• G., a young villager, after working in his field, steals five corn cobs 
from his neighbour’s field. He repeats the theft several times. The 
owner of the field posts a watcher in his field. The youngster is 
caught and brought before the village chief, who imposes upon 
him a fine of 50,000 cfa francs, but will release him if he pays 
20,000. The county chief hears about the case and asks for the 
remaining 30,000 francs, but settles the case on receiving 10,000.

• A young herder steals five peanut plants in a field. The owner of the 
field catches him and asks for a fine of 15,000 cfa francs. The wit-
ness comments: “In the old days, you could gather ten plants with-
out any trouble. Peanuts are for nibbling, to allow a visitor to satisfy 
his food craving before the meal is ready, not to create trouble!”

Stealing food is a serious matter. There is a historical background to 
this. It should be remembered that, in case of emergency, up till 1910, people 
were commonly sold as slaves for millet. Today, in Musey countries, young 
girls are promised as future wives by their familty to individuals who accept 
to give sorghum and millet during the hungry time.

In 2007, a Musey man comes to the cereal mill and takes a basket of 
flour, saying that it belongs to his wife. They let him go. He sells it and spends 
the money right away on drinking in a neighbouring house. The legitimate 
owner makes so much fuss that the person who just bought the flour from 
the thief denounces the culprit, who is brought before the police.

Insecurity regarding food has a corollary: hoarding food, refusing to 
share it, behaving like a glutton are motives of contempt. This last aspect has 
to be qualified because one of the most striking institutions among the Masa 
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is the men’s fattening sessions, the guru, on which we will not expand here 
(see Garine, 1995). It implies ritual gluttony and the participants use their 
conspicuous consumption of sorghum and milk to demonstrate their pros-
perity. They behave in a provocative and scornful way towards the other 
villagers by consuming lavishly and noisily the meat of the cattle they have 
stolen. However, a young lady who attends markets to have the opportunity 
of consuming meat through practising prostitution is mocked collectively. 
The gurna (participants in the guru sessions) compose a bawdy song about 
her which marks her as an object of derision, possibly leading her to migrate 
to a different area of the country.

Meat and fat are the most coveted food items. In 1993, when attend-
ing a divination session among the Musey watched by several villagers, I 
witnessed one step further. An elderly gentleman broke into a neighbouring 
compound and was caught redhanded buring an evil juju (guna) in order to kill 
the owner, a rich man; the purpose was to partake of meat at his funeral feast. 
This case may appear far-flung, but it went to court and the culprit risked a 
fine of between five thousand and 100 thousand cfa francs and imprisonment 
from 2 to 10 years (Penal Code, article 251, p. 210).

Food consumption is carried out with civility. Even during the 1985 
famine, among the Masa we did not notice any misbehaviour in relation to 
food sharing and consumption. Education of the children at the family level 
is responsible for this. Tales play a major part in exposing selfish and glut-
tonous behaviour; they also allow latent frustrations about food to be exteri-
orised. Shameful behaviour is symbolised by a principal character in the oral 
literature: Slo in Masa, Kada in Musey (Melis 2002: 188). He is clumsy and 
gets punished for his misdemeanour. He is impersonated by a grasshopper 
with a large belly (tettigoniidae). Here, a few of the many tales available:

In the bush, Kada finds the spatula which is used to cut the loaf of sorgho 
porridge into pieces. He says, “Spatula, cut porridge loaves for me”, which 
it does. Kada eats everything. He asks again and again. Finally the spatula is 
tired and changes itself into a whip and whips Kada severely.

Kada has managed to obtain hyena meat. He comes home and locks his 
wife in her hut, saying that a dream told him that she should not consume 
the flesh of this animal. He cooks it in the bush and eats so much that he gets 
diarrhea and dies from it. This is how greediness kills people.
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The mason wasp (Ropalidia cincta) has raised a fat billy goat and takes it 
around the village. She says that the person who can outdo her in a wrestling 
match will win the animal. Kada hears the news and, as the wasp looks very 
frail, comes to wrestle. The wasp throws him on the ground. The next day 
he comes again. She throws him heavily to the ground. The process goes on 
and finally Kada does not want to get out of his bed or leave his compound. 
He is obliged to do so. She throws him again on the ground and finally he 
dies. The moral of this story is that he who tries to benefit from the belong-
ings of other people ends up being killed.

The chief, Mul Kabraw, has prepared a wrestling ring and announces 
that the competitor who wins will be given the meat of the loser, from which 
he can prepare his relish. Kada’s wife, Su goro (“Mother of the children”), 
comes and wrestles with the gazelle, wins, takes it home and prepares the 
relish with it for her children. For Kada, her selfish husband, she prepares a 
relish with fragments of pottery. In the throat, it goes girgidik, it is difficult 
to swallow, while the other one, with meat, goes yelwen, yelwen (soft, soft). 
But Kada bites the fingers of the child who brings him his dish. Su goro says 
“Why don’t you go and wrestle yourself?” Kada faces the monitor lizard, he 
loses and narrowly escapes from being eaten. He flees into the bush and gets 
lost. It was Kada’s greediness that caused him to lose.

Hunger has fallen on the land. The red bishop birds (Euplictes oryx) have 
found a tree full of wild plums (Vitex cyenkowskii) on the other side of the 
Logone and say, “Let’s go and pick them”. Kada hears them and begs them 
to take him with them. Each one gives him a feather and he flies over the 
water to the tree. In the tree, he monopolizes the branches with ripe fruits 
and prevents the birds from eating. Then he goes to sleep and the angry birds 
take back their feathers. Kada falls into the water. A nile perch (Lates niloti-
cus) takes him up to the surface of the water then drops him, then the catfish 
(Clarias) does the same and then the tiger fish (Hydrocyon forskii), with the 
same result. Finally the electric torpedo fish (Malapterurus) tries to help him. 
He receives a shock and dies.

Kada wants to go hunting and needs somebody to accompany him in 
the bush. He finally chooses Djingilindjinga, a character whose body is half 
a normal man cut in two from head to foot. He believes that this person will 
eat less than a normal human being. They go to the bush and find a partridge. 
Kada says, “Let’s kill it!” Djingilindjinga says, “No, it’s too small”. They find 
a hare. Kada says, “Let’s have this one!” Djingilindjinga says, “No, it’s too 
small”. The process repeats itself when they find a gazelle, a buffalo, and a 
hippopotamous. At last they find an elephant. Djingilindjinga says “Let’s 
have this one!” He takes out his penis, kills the animal and cuts it into pieces. 
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He tells Kada to choose first, he chooses a hind leg. Djingilindjinga eats the 
whole animal. They are thirsty and come across a large pond. Djingilindjinga 
says, “Kada, quench your thirst first”. The level of the water goes down by a 
foot. Djingilindjinga drinks and empties the whole pond. On the way home, 
Kada hears a loud noise. He says, “My friend, let’s hurry. I hear claps of 
thunder; we’re going to have a storm”. Djingilindjinga answers: “No, my 
friend, it’s only my stomach. I am going to defecate soon and you should 
start running if you want to avoid drowning in my faeces”.

The clumsy glutton is not the only character in the tales dealing with glut-
tony and selfishness.

A man asks his children to cut a hyena’s throat when he dies. He falls sick 
and dies. His children catch a hyena and tie it to a bale of straw before kill-
ing it. The hedgehog intervenes and says, “Don’t kill the hyena, here is a 
castrated billy goat instead.” They kill it. The hedgehog gives a leg to the 
hyena who do not think of sharing it with the hedgehog. The hedgehog 
screams, “Here is the hyena, and your father asked to have it slaughtered for 
his funeral feast!” The hyena runs away, they are after her. Finally she tries 
to squeeze herself into the jackal’s burrow. Her skin peels off and she dies. 
It is said that for the one who wants to benefit only for himself, nobody 
worries about his death and they let him die like a dog as his death does not 
matter. This tale is to teach people not to do bad things. 

The Masa and Musey do not have many myths. Instead, tales are likely to 
exteriorise deeply ingrained concerns, such as fear of hunger, and forbidden 
behaviour. They explicitly work like apologues in which animals represent 
human beings (Bertoni 2005: 265) whom it would be too rude to implicate 
directly. It is still quite unsuitable to be a selfish glutton among the Masa and 
Musey, although the globalisation process favouring individual pursuits tends 
to breach this attitude.
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